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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Distributed systems enable resource sharing between different computers [1]. The 

increasing need for reusability, modularity, and flexibility motivates the use of object-

oriented middleware, such as Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA). 

Common Object Model/Distributed Common Object Model (COM/DCOM). and JA\'A 

Remote Method Invocation (JAVA RMI). These standards encapsulate low level 

programming tasks such as marshalling, so that the user focuses on the logic of the 

application rather than on the detail of communicadon level [2]. 

However, the increasing number of distributed applicadons requires a minimum 

qualit) of service. Performance is ver\ important for real time applicadons. such as in 

telecommunicadon systems. In addidon, performance requirements \ary from an 

application to another. 

An impressive growth of distributed object compudng techniques took place in the 

early ninedes. Out of this growth, emerged three main standards, which are CORBA. 

COM/DCOM, and Java RMI. Consequently, there was a proliferation of many object-

oriented environments, such as Visual C++ and Visual J++ that support these models [3]. 

In addidon, the incoming of a new modeling notadon, called Unified Modeling Language 

(L^ML). useful in describing the software development process [4]. Many modeling tools, 

such as Radonal Rose, have gained popularity in modeling object oriented de\elopment 

process [5]. 

However, even with the abundance of modeling and implementation techniques, the 

development of distributed object software remains a great challenge, especially for 

complex projects. In fact, the developer should be able to choose the right distributed 

object software model that meets the applicadon requirements. Therefore, a quandtad\e 

measurement of performance and scalability are necessary. 



Conceming performance analysis, several research groups, either independent or with 

industry partners, are working on testing and comparing Distributed Object Computing 

(DOC) technologies. 

With several partners, including Bellcore, Boeing, and DARPA, the Center of 

Distributed Object Compudng at Washington University focuses on design pattems, 

implementadon, and experimental analysis of object-oriented techniques that facilitate 

the development of distributed object-compudng applicadons [6]. Their research efforts 

include measuring throughput, scalability, and latency of different DOC platforms. This 

research group has developed a high-performance, a real-dme CORBA ORB end system 

designed to meet end-to-end applicadon quality of service (QoS) requirements. Several 

published papers present their test results and interpretadons. 

CORBA Comparison Project at Charles University works is on a comparison study of 

different CORBA vendor's implementadon [7]. The project is sponsored by the 

Management Logisdc Communicadon System (MLC), in Radngen, Germany. The 

purpose is to create a sensible set of criteria for comparing ORB implementations and to 

apply this criteria to compare three ORBs selected by MLC, which are omniORB, Orbix, 

and VisiBroker. They have developed a set of test software for tesdng CORBA 

implementations. The group has published many related papers [8]. 

The Nadonal Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is working on emulators 

for generating traffic and for testing tools that can be used to gather performance results 

[9]. The tool, called Manufacturer's CORBA Interface Testing Toolkit (MCITT or "M-

kit"), produces simple emulations-test servers-that can be used to replace actual servers in 

a testing scenario. The behavior needs to be specified for the specific scenario being 

examined, and MCITT will do the test execudon. For example, CORBA files, code, 

memory management, and stubs for unused operadons are generated automatically. 

MCITT offers two ways of defining the behavior of the system: the procedural wa\ and 

the declaradve way. Details can be found at the MCITT web site [10]. 

Many firms are working on benchmarking projects. Rockwell Collins Inc is working 

under the 1998 Modular/Avionics Communicadons Project, and has developed 



benchmark tools for tesdng the performance of their DOC applicadons [11,12]. The 

benchmark of their program tests performance overhead for different types of method 

calls. The program was initially implemented to test different middleware such as 

CORBA and COM/DCOM. 

The aim of this thesis work is to test different performance criteria of three standards 

object-oriented distributed compudng techniques, which are CORBA, COM-DCOM, and 

Java RMI. Published benchmarks and test codes will be used to measure quantitative 

parameters, such as the delay and the throughput. The thesis project contains two sets of 

comparison tests. The first part focus on tesdng different CORBA implementations under 

the same condition, in order to match each implementadon with a specific class of 

distributed applicadons. The second part is a comparison between CORBA, 

COM/DCOM, and Java RMI, in regard to delay and throughput. 

This thesis project examines and evaluates distributed object oriented techniques. The 

quantitadve comparison provides to developers a valuable source of information that will 

help choosing the right middleware for the applicadon need. 

Chapter II of this thesis report gives an overview of distributed computing. Chapter 

III is an introducdon to CORBA architecture. It provides an overview of programming 

details, and of key CORBA concepts. Chapter VI describes COM/DCOM architecture, 

and examines the process development of a DCOM applicadon. Chapter V explains the 

elements of JAVA RMI and the applicadon process development. Chapter VI is a general 

discussion about performance criteria, and present the detail of the different CORBA 

implementadons tested. Chapter VII provides a detail description of benchmark programs 

used for testing the three middlewares. In Chapter IIX, test results are reported in tables 

and graphs. It also includes result interpretadons and analysis. Chapter IX provides 

concluding remarks. 



CHAPTER n 

DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING 

A distributed system is a collecdon of autonomous computers linked by a network, 

supporting a software that produce an integrate computing facility [1]. Distributed 

computing provides a mechanism to mn inter-process communicadon between remote 

processes, as shown in Figure 2.1. 

Machine A 

Process A 

Request B-

Request C 

Process B 

'Request A 

NFTWORK 

Figure 2.1: Distributed compudng is a mechanism for remote inter-process communication 

2.1 Motivations 

Distributed systems are generally more complex and expensive to implement, 

because they need, in addidon to many computers, a network architecture and specific 

software. 

However there is a need for distributed computing because of: 

• Geographical distribudon: a large number of firms and organizadons have their 

base spread widely over large geographical areas. Some kinds of industry have 

customer based all over the world, such as banking industry. Customer stations, 

such as ATM machines, need to be connected to major processing units, located 

remotely. 



Resource sharing: a local application may need many resources to mn properly, 

such as accessing shared databases. By opdng for resource sharing, applications 

can access many resources, hardware or software, which can be located remotely. 

Scalability: a distributed system can be of different sizes. It can range from two 

computers connected by a local network, to an wide area network that can 

contains thousands of heterogeneous machines connected by a wide area network. 

It is possible to scale a system to meet the need of applicadons, whenev er there is 

load increase. In addidon, it is always possible to extend a distributed system to 

face growing resource demand. 

Uniform user interface: the integradon of heterogeneous architectures, operating 

systems, and networks give a unique view of the system to the end user. The 

client does not have to interact directly with different architectures in order to use 

the system. The most popular example is the client web browser. 

Transparency is defined as " the ability to perceive the system as a whole, and not 

as a collecdon of independent components" [14]. The Intemadonal Standards 

Organization's Reference Model (ISO) identify eight forms of transparency, 

which are [15]: 

> Access transparency: the access to local or remote service is done 

idendcally. 

> Locadon transparency: informadon is accessed without knowledge of its 

locadon. 

> Concurrency transparency: resources are shared without interference 

between the clients. 

> Replicadon transparency: creadon and accessing information replicas is 

performed transparently to the user. 

>̂  Failure transparency: client tasks are executed in spite of failure 

occurrence. 

> Migration transparency: the information can be moved from a node to 

another, without affecdng the system performance. 



> Performance transparency: the system can be configured automatically to 

insure a minimum performance. 

'r Scaling transparency: apart from the overall performance, the user does 

not perceive the change of the system scale. 

• Openness: a system is open if it can handle extension in different ways. For example, 

hardware openness provides the ability to extend the system to different vendor and 

architecture hardware. Distributed systems achieve openness by abstracting and 

publishing the system interfaces, so that other services can use them. 

2.2- Distributed Computing Architectures 

Many distributed compudng architectures have been developed to offer the benefits 

of distributed systems, and to hide networking and programming complexifies. The most 

known procedural mechanism is SUN Remote Procedure Call (RPC). Distributed 

compudng environments, such as DCE, integrate a set of diverse services, made the task 

of developing distributed applicadon easier. Actually, object-oriented distributed 

computing environments are widely used to develop complex distributed systems. 

2.2.1 SUN Remote Procedure Call (RPC) 

The objective of Remote Procedure Call is to provide the server procedure with the 

same client environment, in order to mn properly. The client calls a stub, a binary code 

that is responsible of converting the call parameter environment variables to a format 

suitable to the network. Sun independent standard for represendng data is called Extemal 

Data Representadon (XDR). On the server side, the server stub executes the reverse 

procedure. The components of a general remote procedure call are shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Remote Procedure Call path 

The operation implemented by the server is first described using an Interface 

Definidon Language (IDL) This interface is then compiled with an EDL compiler to 

produce client and server stubs [16]. 

SUN RPC is widely used to build simple client server programming. The product is 

mature enough that many distributed environments such as DCE and DCOM build their 

communication layer with a variant of SUN RPC. 

2.2.2 Distributed Compudng Environment (DCE) 

Distributed Compudng Environment is a X/OPEN group product. It is an architecture 

for building a distributed application in heterogeneous environment. It is build on RPC, 

but provide addidonal services, such as the Security and the Distributed Time services. 

The general architecture elements of DCE are shown in Figure 2.3 [17]. 
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Figure 2.3: General DCE architecture 

2.2.3 Object Oriented Distributed Architectures 

With the advent of object-oriented middleware, the rich semandcs of objects 

paradigm is used to simplify muldple level of abstracdons. Actually, several object-

oriented middleware are available, such as Common Object Request Broker Architecture 

(CORBA), Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM), and Remote Method 

Invocadon (RMI). 

Object-oriented middleware offer many advantages: 

• Unique view of resources: in an object-oriented middleware, each resource is an 

object that has an idendty and a behavior. This concept simplifies the developer 

task, and makes standards more open and scalable. 

• Transparency: because these middlware interfaces and services are described with 

their behavior, they are independent of programming languages, operadng 

systems and network architectures. 



A complete framework: this middleware offer several services and facilities, in 

addidon to the basic distributed compudng invocadon mechanism. This facilitates 

considerably the developer task. 



CHAPTER m 

CORBA 

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) is a software s\stem 

that provides interoperability between objects of heterogeneous distributed environment 

transparently. Its specifications are written and maintained by the Object Management 

Group (OMG), a software consortium of more than 800 members. The goal of CORBA 

specificadons is to supply a set of flexible abstracdons and concrete services needed to 

realize a software soludon in a distributed heterogeneous compudng environment. 

3.1 CORBA Features 

CORBA follows the Object Management Architecture (OMA), an architecture 

framework that ensures flexibility and transparency to accommodate a wide variety of 

distributed systems [18]. The Common Object Request Broker Architecture is organized 

in four major components (Figure 3.1). 

Application 
Interfaces 

r~r~f 
CORBA 
Facilities 

• • * 
Object Request Broker (ORB) 

t » f 
CORBA 
Services 

Figure 3.1: the OMA architecture 

The Object Request Broker (ORB) is a middleware that establishes the network 

connecdon between client and server objects. Using the ORB, a client transparenth 

invokes a method on a server object, which can be located locally or remotely. The ORB 

10 



intercepts the call, find the object that implement the request, pass its parameters, in\ oke 

its methods, and returns the result. 

The object services are domain-independent interfaces used by many distributed 

applicadons. They implement distributed compudng services, such as naming and 

transacdon services. 

CORBA Facilides are domain-dependent and vertically oriented set of ser\ ices that 

implement the common needs of industry specificadons. As an example, there are 

CORBA facilides related to finance, manufacturing, and telecommunicadon industry. 

Application interfaces are the part of the distributed application developed by the 

programmer, which include clients and servers" implementadons. 

The elements of the CORBA architecture are shown in Figure 3.2 [19] 

INTERFACE 
REPOSITORY 

CLIENT 

DH 

IDL 
COMPILER 

IMPLEMENTATION 
REPOSITORY 

OBJECT 
(SERVANT) 

INTERFACE 

IDL 
SKELETON DSI 

c OBJECT 
ADAPTER 

ORB 

Figure 3.2: CORBA architecture 

• The ORB core is the part of the ORB responsible for all of the mechanisms 

required to find the object implementadon for the client request, in order to prepare 

the object implementadon to receive the request. 

• The client is a program that invokes operations on the server object reference. 

The client knows only the logical structure of the object referenced. It has no 

11 



knowledge of the implementation of the server, its location, or the programming 

language written in. An object is called client relative to another particular object 

called server. This means that an object can be client of an object, and be ser\er of 

another one. 

• The OMG Interface Definition language (OMG IDL) is used to describe the 

interface of objects. An interface consists of a set of named operations and parameters 

to those operations. It provides object clients with the services and operations 

available, and how to call them. IDL can be mapped into a variety of programming 

languages, such as C+-f- and JAVA. Language mapping includes a definition of the 

language-specific data types and procedure interfaces to access objects through the 

ORB. 

• The client stubs are generated during the IDL mapping. They offer access to 

the OMG DDL defined operadons. The stubs make calls to the ORB core through a 

specific ORB interface. 

• The implementadon skeleton is an interface to server methods. Its structure 

depends on the language mapping and on the object adapter. They are responsible for 

unmarshalling the data sent by the client, and for delivering the calls in a 

comprehensive format to the object implementadons. 

• Object Adapters are the main way to access the services provided b\' the ORB. 

The services offered by the ORB through an object adapter include generadon and 

interpretadon of object references, method in\ocadon. security of interactions, object 

acdvadon and deacdvation, and registration of implementations. Through object 

adapters, the ORB can offer specific and efficient services to a particular group of 

objects. 

• The Interface Repository is a service that provides persistent objects 

representing the DDL informadon in a format available at runtime [20]. The Interface 

Repository information may be used by the ORB to perform requests. Moreover, b\ 

using the information in the Interface Repository, it is possible for a program to 

encounter an object whose interface was not known when the program w as compiled. 

12 



yet, be able to determine what operations are valid on the object and make an 

in\ocadon on it. In addition to its role in the functioning of the ORB. the Interface 

Repository is a common place to store additional information associated with 

interfaces to ORB objects. For example, debugging information, libraries of stubs or 

skeletons, roudnes that can format or browse particular kinds of objects, etc., might 

be associated w ith the Interface Repository. 

• The Implementadon Repository contains information that allows the ORB to 

locate and acdvate implementadons of objects [21]. Although most of the information 

in the Implementadon Repository is specific to an ORB or operating environment, the 

Implementadon Repository is the convendonal place for recording such informadon. 

Ordinarily, installadon of implementadons and control of policies related to the 

acd\ adon and execution of object implementadons are done through operadons on 

the Implementadon Repository. In addidon to its role in the functioning of the ORB, 

the Implementation Repository is a common place to store additional information 

associated with implementadons of ORB objects. For example, debugging 

information, administrati\e control, resource allocation, and security parameters 

might be associated with the Implementadon Repository. 

3.2 CORBA Applicadon Development 

Developing a CORBA based application requires following some general steps. 

However, the development process can vary depending on the t\pe of application and the 

existent CORBA middlware. 

General]}, a CORBA applicadon consists of one client and one server. The basic 

steps are the following: 

13 



Create the IDL 

implementation 
repository 

client stub 

client 
implementadon 

compile 

server stub 

Client 
program 

server 
implementadon 

Server 
program 

Figure 3.3: CORBA development process 

1. Determine the application's objects and define their interfaces in DDL. 

2. Compile the DDL definidons into stubs and skeletons. ORB implementadon normally 

supplies DDL compilers that map the DDL definition into a specific programming 

language. 

3. Declare and implement server classes that can be instandated as CORBA objects. The 

user has to define the member funcdon implementations. 

4. Write the server main program, in which the developer has to initiate the ORB, create 

some servant, before listening to the client requests. 

5. Compile and link the server implementadon files with the generated stubs and 

skeleton generated during the mapping procedure. 

6. Write, compile and link the client code together with the generated stubs. 

14 



3.3 CORBA Invocadon Path 

When a CORBA client invokes a service, the call follow a path described in 

Figure 3.4. 

Application 
call 

CORBA 

upcall 
Application 

marshalling 

Network 

unmarshalling 
CORBA 

sending 
. . . 

receiving 
Network 

Figure 3.4: CORBA invocadon path 

1. The client applicadon calls the service through an object stub. The call does not 

differ from local call in its syntax. The stub is responsible for communicating the 

request to the actual object implementadon. 

2. The stub marshals the client request. Marshalling means translating the procedure 

call to a network message. The performance of the marshalling depends on the 

speed and the efficiency of the ORB implementation. 

3. The marshaled data is sent over the network. Most of the actual ORB 

implementation are built over TCP/IP protocol, but there are some specific 

product on the ATM and other specific network architecture. Some ORB 

implementadons offer further communication extensions, for optimizing the local 

communicadon protocol. 

4. On the arrival of the request, the network data is dispatched and unmarshaled. 

Dispatching means locadng the object implementadon the request should be 

passed to. This is done after extracdng header informadon such as the object 

references and operation name. Unmarshalling means converting the data from 

the encoded network format to the data types that the object implementation 

understands. 

15 



5. The upcall is received from the object implementadon. These previous steps are 

similar during the call result from the server to the client. The onl\ difference is 

that there is no dispatching from the client side. 

16 



CHAPTER rv 

COM/DCOM 

Component Object Model and Distributed Component Object Model (COM/DCOM) 

are Microsoft architecture for distributed applicadons. COM is the extension of Object 

Linking and Embedding (OLE) standard [15]. The first COM/DCOM version was 

available in January 1998 [16]. Now, it is shipped with all Microsoft operadng systems 

and many programming en\ ironment, such as Visual J-i~i- and Boriand C-»-+. 

COM is an object-based framework for developing and deploying software 

components. COM lets developers capture abstractions as component interfaces and then 

provide binary classes that implement those interfaces. COM enforces encapsuladon. so 

that client applicadons can only invoke functions that are defined on an object's interface. 

DCOM extends COM to the network with remote method calls, security, scalability, and 

location transparency. 

4.1 COM/DCOM Overview 

COM is an architecture for building inter-process communicadon software, as shown 

in Figure 4.1. It is an object-based programming model designed to allow development of 

software components using a variety of languages, tools, and platforms. Once developed. 

COM components are easih deployed and integrated in a customer's environment. 

Machine 1 

COM LIBRARY 

Figure 4.1: a local COM inter-process call 
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DCOM is the extension of COM for inter-process communication over a network. It 

enables the development of applicadons running on different machines, as shown in 

Figure 4.2. DCOM take care of all the communicadon details between the machines. 

Machine 1 Machine2 

DCOM 
^ DCOM 

Figure 4.2: a DCOM remote inter-process call 

4.2 Main DCOM Concepts 

DCOM architecture offers several services for distributed compudng development. 

4.2.1 Global Unique Idendfiers 

Global Unique Idendfiers (GUDD) are global idendfiers for interfaces, classes, 

components and programs. They are 128 bits unique value created automadcally by 

DCOM services. The programmer does have to know about GUDD's, but normal names 

can be used in the programs to reference a service. The transladon is done by DCOM 

services. 

4.2.2 Classes, objects and components 

A COM object is a block of machine code based around some concept. It is a 

processing unit composed of many methods. Each method has input and output 

parameters. A COM component is a generic name for a COM class. A COM object is a 

single binary version of a component, which has been compiled for a specific platform. It 

is an occurrence of a COM class. 

18 



4.2.3 Class D) 

The Class DD (CLSDD) is the idendfier of a COM class. CLSD) are generated the 

same way as GUDD's to idendfy classes while invoked from extemal processes. 

4.2.4- Polymorphism 

IN DCOM, polymorphism describes the ability to have a single statement invoke 

different function implementations at different times. 

4.2 DCOM Services 

DCOM's architecture groups a set of services used to build distributed systems. 

Figure 4.3 shows the major elements of the architecture. 

ADMIN 
SERVICES 

COM INTERFACE 

DCOM 

Translation Services 
OLEMSG LDAP/ADSI OLE DB 

Management Layer Services 

Security Services MTS Viper 
MSMQ 

Communication Layer Services 

RPC 

Registry/ 
Active 

Directorv 

Figure 4.3: DCOM architecture 

4.3.1 COM interface 

All the services of DCOM are accessible via the COM interface. DCOM services are 

invoked the same way as local object services. 
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4.3.2 MS RPC 

MS RPC IS DCOM core Remote Procedure Call technology. It is based on the DCE 

RPC standard. It is the core system for calling remote funcdons located in another 

process space. 

The user does not call the services directly, but the remote call syntax is redirected to 

this service to invoke the remote procedure. 

4.3.3 OLE DB 

OLE DB provides class, interface and method based access to data, either from 

databases or files. It is a supplementary for OBDC, because it extends the basic relational 

database connectivity soludon to incorporate access to data sources of other kinds. 

4.3.4 LDAP/ADSI 

LDAP (Light Directory Access Protocol) and ADSI (Active Directory Service 

Interface) are simple applicadon programming interfaces by which developers can access 

the Directory Service. The Directory Service is a database that stores information about 

the location of components, the users and the group in the DCOM system. It is an 

enhancement of the first version of DCOM, which was using the registr\. 

4.3.5 Security services 

Security services provide the ability to control the users of the DCOM system, and 

the rights on the components. Even if DCOM is available on more that one platform, the 

security service is available just on Windows NT. 

4.3.6 OLEMSG 

OLEMSG (OLE Messaging) provides a component-based access to Microsoft mail 

product, using DCOM style of invocadon. The user can use this service for sending e-

mails using DCOM. 
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4.4 DOM Invocadon Path 

For a developer, all the details of the call path are hidden, and calling a remote object 

is performed the same way as for a local one. The only difference notable to the 

developer is the response dme, because of the network delay. 

CoCreateInstanceEX( 

i 
SCM Security RPC 

Network Protocol Stack 

HARDWARE vy Network / 

COM Object 
(Server) 

T 
CoCreateInstanceEX( 

SCM Security 

Network Protocol Stack 

HARDWARE 

Figure 4.4: DCOM call path 

The path starts when the client requests an interface from the server, as shown in 

Figure 4.4. In DCOM, the client calls a special method call CoCreateInstanceEx(). This 

request is handled by the Service Control Manager(SCM). SCM is responsible for the 

creation and the acdvadon of the COM object. In a case of a DCOM object, SCM will 

create an instance of the object on the remote server. 

Once the remote COM object has been created, all calls will be marshaled through a 

proxy and a stub. The communication is done via Remote Procedure Call, under one of 

the transport protocols (TCP, UDP etc.). 
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CHAPTER V 

JAVA RMI 

JAVA RMI stands for Remote Method Invocadon. It is a new package that is 

included in JDK package starting from its 1.1 version. RMI provides JA\\'\ with a 

mechanism to execute methods that are located in different virtual machine. A Ja\a 

Virtual Machine (JVM) can be another application in the same machine, or a different 

applicadon in a remote machine. RMI is based on RPC for inter-process communication, 

in addidon to the object-oriented technology. 

5.1 RMI Funcdonalitv 

RMI requires several components to function correctly. These components are the 

remote interface, the remote server, the client, and the naming service (registry). 

The remote interface is the definidon of the methods that can be remotely invoked 

from clients. It specifies the names of the methods, their parameters, and the return \alue. 

These methods are implemented in the remote server. 

The remote server is the implementadon of the methods defined in the remote 

interface. It contains addidonal methods that can be called locally. It contains also a main 

procedure that inidalizes the object, and listens to the incoming port. 

The client is the component that gets a reference to the remote server, and invokes its 

methods. If the client is at the same dme a provider of service to another client, it will 

implement the server inidalizadon also. 

The naming service (registry): it is a mechanism for holding references to remote 

servers. It runs on the server side. After inidating the naming service, the server is bound 

to the registry with a name, and the client w ill use the same name to locate the serv er. 
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5.2 Structure of RMI applications 

RMI is a distributed compudng system. The elements of the RMI application interact 

with each other to provide the service. The main interacdons are shown in Figure 5.1. 

Remote serve 
1. Server binds to the Reizistr\ 

Skeleton 

4. Remote method returns 
argument to client 

3. Client invokes 
remote method 

Server Stub 

Client 

2. Client looks for Server 

Figure 5.1: RMI applicadon structure 

For designing a RMI applicadon, the developer should write a server interface, in 

which the description of the remote methods should be specified. Then a server should be 

written, and will contain the implementation of these methods, in addidon to the main 

part that inidalizes and listens to the incoming port. 

The next step is to bind the server to the registry. In this step, a name will be 

associated to the server that the client will use. The client will execute a lookup for 

getting the location and the name of the server. The registry will return, in case of 

success, a reference to the server skeleton. This skeleton will be used later for the 

communication. Finally, the client will invoke the remote methods, to get the service. 
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5.3 RMI Architecture 

The architecture of Ja\a RMI is shown in Fi2ure 5.2. 

Server 
z— 

Skeletons 

I 
Remote Reference Layer 

I 
Transport Layer '-t^t.vork 

M • 

J. 
Transport Layer 

Figure 5.2: RMI architecture 

RMI is organized in three layer that implement the essentials of RMI ser\ ices, w hich 

are the stub/skeleton layer, the remote reference la\ er, and the transport la\ er. 

These three la\ers interact, but implement different services. 

5.3.1 The Stub/Skeleton Laver 

This la\er offers ser\ices for interfacing the applicadon and the core RMI s\stem. At 

this level, data is marshaled in streams, before deli\er\'. Stubs are client proxies. The\' 

inidate the call, marshal the data, and inform the remote reference la\er of the starting 

and the ending of a remote call. 

The skeletons are the ser\'er side of the stub. Their duty is to dispatch the calls, 

unmarshall the data and the arguments, in\oke the remote object, and marshal the results 

before sending them to the client side. 
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5.3.2 The Remote Reference Laver 

This layer handles the transport interface. It chooses the adequate protocol for 

transferring the data. It uses a stream-oriented connection to transmit the data to the 

transport layer. 

5.3.3 The Transport Layer 

It is responsible for setdng up, managing, monitoring, listening and maintaining 

connecdons. It locates the dispatcher from each side of the connecdon. It can be used to 

set up a connecdon to a virtual machine in which the remote object exists. 
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CHAPTER VI 

PERFORMANCE MEASLHEMENTS 

The performance of a system is related to its behavior while var>ing its environment 

parameters. Performance can be measured using some quantitative criteria. Performance 

criteria are quantitadve indicators coming from the system tested that can be defined 

uniquely. Generally, five measurements characterize the performance of a distnbuted 

compudng system, which are the delay, the throughput, the blocking rate and the memory 

footprint. 

The delay refers to the dme taken by an action to be executed by the s\stem. In a 

Distributed Object Compudng system (DOC), it measures the latency observed b\ client 

objects when invoking servant object trough the middleware [19]. The measure can be 

done one way or round trip dme. 

The throughput is the amount of input per time unit that can be supported by the 

system, given certain resources. It can be measured in DOC systems either by varying the 

input size or the number of clients requesdng the same server object 

The blocking rate reflects the amount of input per dme unit that fails to complete its 

action successfully. 

The availability can be measured by the probability that the system is operating 

whenever it is accessed. 

The memory footprint measures the amount of memory used by a system to perform 

an acdon. 

6.1 CORBA Benchmarking 

6.1.1 General Overview 

The goal of CORBA benchmarking is to evaluate muldple CORBA implementations 

in the same tesdng condidon. Generally speaking, the difference in the performance of 

each implementadon will depend on the number of services provided, and the etficiency 

of the algorithms implemented. 
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In fact, the number of services provided differs from a CORBA compliant product to 

another. Even if the OMG specificadons draw the detail of each service, the CORBA 

product does not have to provide all the services. It is up to the venders to choose the 

services that target his market need. As an example some services, such as the naming 

service are provided by almost all implementadon, whereas the transaction ser\ice is 

available just in some products. 

Conceming the efficiency of the algorithms, CORBA specifications provide the 

descripdon of the services and interfaces that a CORBA compliant product should follow 

to implement each service. However, it is up to the venders to code each service. Thus, 

the algorithms are different, which has an impact on the performance of each 

implementadon. 

In this project, three CORBA products are tested against each other. These products 

are ORL OmniORB, INPRISE Visibroker, and ORBacus. 

6.1.2 Technical overview 

This technical overview presents the major characteristics of each implementation. 

6.1.2.1 OmniORB 

• General Presentation 

OmniORB is a product of Olivetd and Oracle Research Laboratory. It is a free 

product under GNU General Public License. The version used is OmniORB 2.8. The 

platform used in the tests is SUN SOLARIS 2.6. The compiler used is SUN C++. 

• ORB detail[22] 

> IDL specificadons: OmniORB IDL is CORBA 2.0 compliant. 

OmniORB supports IDL-to-C++ mapping. The limit on EDL names is 500 

characters. 

> Dynamic manipulation: OmniORB does not provide the facility to 

create Dynamic Invocation Interface or Dynamic Skeleton Interface. 
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~r- Repositories: OmniORB does not provide Intert'ace Repositones or 

Implementation repositories. 

'r Persistence References: OmniORB uses Interface Object Repositoncv 

idendfiers (lOR) to create persistence references to objects. 

> Interoperability: OmniORB uses lOOP as a protocol for 

communicating w ith other ORB architectures. 

'^ Muldthreading: OmniORB Object Request Broker is a multithreaded 

middleware. 

r- CORBA Services: OmniORB implement the lifecycle Service, the 

Naming Ser\ice and the Persistence Service. 

6.1.2.2 Inprise Msibroker 

• General Presentadon: 

\'isibroker is a product of Inprise Corporadon. The ORB provided by X'isibroker is 

CORB.-\2.0 compliant. The product is not free, but Inprise gives a 60-days evaluation 

penod. The product is available on manv platforms such as Windows XT, Sun Solaris. 

SunOS, HP-L^, IRIX. IBM AIX and Digital Unix. The versions used for the tests are 

\'isibroker3.2 for SL^' Solaris, and Windows XT. 

• ORB details [23] 

> Interface Definidon Language: \4sibroker IDL is CORBA 2.0 

compliant. The mapping availible is IDL-to-C++ and IDL-to-JA\'A. \'isibroker 

3.2 implements also some extensions on data tvpes. such as Wchar. 

^ Dynamic Manipulation: \'isibroker supports Dvnamic Intert'ace 

Invocadon, and Dynamic server Invocation. 

> Repositories: Visibroker supports Interface Repositor\ and 

Implementadon Repositor)'. It uses a demon for acdvadng servers. 

> Interoperability: Visibroker uses HOP for communicadon with other 

ORBs. It has a COM bridge for communicadon with com/DCOM middleware. 

> Persistence: CORBA supports persistence objects. 
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r Muldthreading: Visibroker has two kind of libranes: multi-threaded 

and single threaded. The application will be muld-threaded depending on which 

library it is linked to. 

r CORBA Services: Visibroker implements the Naming Service, the 

Event Serv ice, the Transacdon Service, the Persistence Service . 

6.1.2.3 ORBacus 

• General Presentation: 

ORBacus is the product of Object Oriented Concepts Inc. It is conform to CORB.A 

2.0 specification. It is not a free product, but the basic runtime license is free for 

download from the OOC web site The source code can be compiled to run under 

Window s NT, Sun Solaris, IRIX, HP-UX, and AIX. 

• ORB detail [24] 

>̂  Interface Definidon Language: The ORBacus DDL is CORBA 2.0 

compliant, and does not support any addidonal extension. It supports IDL -to-C++ 

and EDL-to-Java mapping. 

> Dynamic Manipuladon: ORBacus provides Dynamic Interface Invocation 

and Dynamic Server Invocadon. The Implementadon Repositorv is not 

implemented. 

> Repositories: Interface Repository is provided as a server, but no 

Implementadon repository is provided. 

> Persistence References: ORBacus provides persistence service so that an 

object will hav e the same object reference every time the ser\ er run. 

r Multithreading: ORBacus requires JThreads/C++ API to create threads, 

otherwise the client and the server crash. 

r- Interoperability: is assured bv using HOP protocol, but no support for 

interoperability with DCOM 

> CORBA Services: ORBacus provides the Event Service, the Xaming 

Service, the Property Service, the Security Service and the Trading Service. 
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6.2 CORBA-DCOM-RMI Benchmarking 

In this set of tesdng, Visibroker Inprise is used for running CORBA tests. The version 

of DCOM used is 1.2, which is the version included with Windows XT 4.0. For Java 

RMI, the tests were executed using JDK1.2. This version includes an RMI library. 
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CHAPTER v n 

PROJECT BENCHMARKS 

For tesdng distributed object-oriented compudng techniques, benchmarks are written 

to test performance criteria. In each of these tests, performance criteria are measured 

using a funcdon call delay. In addition, the tests are executed both locally, where the 

server and the client are collocated in the same machine, and remotely, where the client 

and the server are running in different machines. 

7.1 Delivery Time versus Round Trip Time 

Two dme delays can be used to measure the performance of the middleware, which 

are the delivery time and the round trip time. The delivery dme is defined to be the 

difference in time between the instant of calling server function by a client program, and 

the beginning of the server funcdon execudon. It measures the performance of the 

middleware conceming the dispatching, the marshalling/unmarshalling, and the 

communicadon dme. The delivery dme can be measured using the following algorithm: 

Client side 

int DeliveryTime, LocalTime; 

LocalTime=GetTime(); 

RemoteTime=RemoteFunction(); 

DeliveryTime=RemoteTime-LocalTime(); 

Server Side 

int RemoteFunction(){ 

return GetTime(); 

} 

where GetTime() is a funcdon that returns the current dme of the system. 
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The round trip dme is the dme shce where the client is idle waidng for the execudon 

of the server funcdon, considering that the computadon dme at the server side is null. 

The round trip dme measures the overall performance of the distributed application. The 

round trip time can be measured using the following algorithm. 

Client side 

int RoundTripTime, BeginTime, EndTime; 

BeginTime=GetTime(); 

RemoteTime=RemoteFunction(); 

EndTime=GetTime(); 

RoundTripTime= EndTime-BeginTime; 

Server Side 

int RemoteFunction(){ 

By definidon, the delivery dme is less than the round trip dme. Measuring delivery 

dme requires that both clocks, on the client and the server side, should be synchronized. 

7.2 Local and Remote Execution 

The benchmark tests are executed both locally and remotely. The objective is to 

measure the latency created by the network layer. In CORBA, the execution of the client 

and the server remotely does not require any change in the source code. In COM/DCOM, 

the server should be configured to mn remotely, using the DCOMFIG tool. In Java RMI. 

the user should enter the IP address of the remote machine where the server is located as 

an in-line argument. Figure 7.1 shows the path of the call, in case a local and a remote 

location of the server. 
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Figure 7.1: a local and a remote call path 

7.3 Benchmark Programs 

Two categories of benchmark programs are used to test the object-oriented 

middleware: Time Performance Programs, and MCITT programs. 

7.3.1 Time Performance Programs 

Time Performance Programs measure the ORB characterisdcs such as dispatching 

ability, marshaling, and the speed of the ORB. This evaluadon is based not onlv on the 

end-to-end delay (both delivery and round trip dmes). but also on the memorv footprint 

and the throughput. The specificadon of these benchmarks was drawn by the CORBA 

Comparison Project Team. However, the implementadon of benchmarks, both in C++ 

and Java, was developed as part of this thesis work. The same benchmarks have been 

redesigned to fit COM/DCOM and JAVA RMI middleware. 

Ev en if the benchmarks give an overall idea about middlware performance, they do 

not give a comprehensive and a relevant idea about all ORB features. In fact, other 

factors may influence the overall performance, such as operating system settings and the 

lev el of the application details. 

The benchmarks developed as part of this thesis work are: 

• ENCAP: 

This benchmark tests how different type of data encapsuladon influences the overall 

performance. The benchmark tests mainly the IDL algorithm implementadon regarding 
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different encapsuladon stmctures such as arrays, sequences and stmctures. EXCAP 

compares the sending 1 of 00 long data, either encapsulated or not, in an array, in a 

sequence, or in a stmcture. The algorithm implemented on the server side is the 

following: 

encapl: :noencap (Long xO, Long xl, ...Long x99) { 

return gettimeO; 

} 

encapl::arrencap ( const test::Arr a ) { 

return gettime(); 

} 

encapl:: seqencap ( const test::Seq&: s ) { 

return gettime(); 

} 

encapl:: strencap ( const test::Str&: s ) { 

return gettime(); 

} 

• LONG: 

This benchmark tests how the length of class methods can influence the general 

performance. The maximum length allowed by the each IDL compiler differs from 

one middleware to another, and in some cases from an implementation to another. For 

our tests, the number of methods per class is set to 100. 

• NAMES: 

This benchmark tests different kind of names for classes methods, using both 

numerical and alphabedcal characters. It tests also different naming schemes for the 

arguments. The following algorithm shows the example of names used in this 

benchmark. 

d o u b l e x ( ) ; 
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double xl23456<500 digits> () ; 

double xAAAA<500 alpha charactesrs> (); 

double yAAAA<500 alpha charactesrs> (); 

double AAAA<500 alpha charactesrs> x (); 

double AAAA<500 alpha charactesrs> y (); 

double shorta (in long a, in long b); 

double longa (in long aaa<500 alpha charactesrs>, in 

long bbb<500 alpha charactesrs>); 

However, some DDL have limitations on the length of names and arguments. In 

each specific case, the maximum number possible will be used. 

• THROUGH: 

This benchmark measures the throughput of the ORB, regarding different data 

types. Both simple and compound data types are used. In case of compound data 

types, the arguments are chosen to have the same memory size, so that a comparison 

can be drawn. If possible, all the data types are tested. However, some DDL do not 

support some data types. The following algorithm gives an example of some 

THROUGH algorithm. 

Define floatArr float[2561; 

Define charArr char[1024]; 

Double infloat( float x) { return time) 

Double inchar(char x) {return time) 

Double arrayfloat (floatArr x) (return time} 

Double arraychar (charArr x) { return time} 
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7.3.2 MCCIT Benchmarks 

7.3.2.1 The MCITT tool 

The Manufacturer's CORBA Interface Testing Toolkit (MCFTT, or "M-kit") is a 

tesdng tool produced by Nadonal Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [23]. It is 

a tool that emulates simple test servers used to replace actual servers in a testing scenario. 

The user only needs to specify the behavior that is important for the specific scenario 

being examined, and MCITT will generates the appropriate code for mnning the test. In 

fact, MCITT tool generate CORBA code and stubs automadcally. 

MCITT procures two ways for defining the behavior of the test servers. The first way 

is using a procedural language called Interface Testing Language (ITL). The second 

facility is the declaradve way, using Component Interacdon Specificadons (CISs). 

7.3.2.2 Supported platforms 

MCITT binaries are provided for the following hardware and operating system 

configuradons: 

•Solaris 2.6 on Sun Sparc compatible hardware; and 

•Windows NT 4.0 on 1386 PC compadble hardware. 

Binaries for another platform can be generated by compiling MCITT source in the 

specific platform. 

Conceming CORBA ORB's, MCITT can generate CORBA clients and servers for the 

following implementadons: 

•orbix2_sparcworks_TrE - for Orbix 2.0 through 2.2, Sparcworks 3/4 ; and 

•orbix2.3_sparcworks_TIE ~ for Orbix version 2.3 only, Sparcworks 3/4 ; and 

•orbix2_visualC++5_TIE ~ for Orbix 2.2, Visual C++ 5.0; and 

•orbix2.3_visualC++5_TIE - for Orbix 2.3 only, Visual C++ 5.0; and 

•orbix web3 ~ for Orbix Web 3.0; and 

•vbroker3.3_sparcworks_TIE ~ for VisiBroker 3.3, Sparcworks 4. 
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For generadng MCITT test code for other ORB implementations, the programmer has 

to change the binding information provided in a text format, to match the target ORB. 

7.3.2.4 Interface Tesdng Language 

Interface Tesdng Language (ITL) is a simplified procedural language for specifving 

and tesdng the behavior of CORBA clients and servers. The ITL compiler, itlc, binds the 

ITL code into an implementadon language. Different bindings can be created to absorb 

the differences between one platform and the next, thus achieving a higher degree of 

platform independence. 

MCITT distribudon comes with bindings for Orbix 2 with the Sparcworks C++ 

compiler (Solaris) and the Visual C++ compiler (NT 4.0), for VisiBroker 3.3 with the 

Sparcworks C++ compiler, and a partial binding for OrbixWeb 3. However, it is always 

possible to define a specific binding for a programming language and a particular 

CORBA ORB. 

7.3.2.5 Component Interacdon Specificadon 

A Component Interacdon Specificadon, or CIS, is a textual specificadon of an 

interaction scenario for an endre distributed system. A CIS can be used to generate 

servers that will execute the scenario that it describes. 

The difference between defining the scenario with ITL language and with CIS, is that 

CIS can describe all of the interactions between all of the components in the system. 

Minimal ITL files can then use this unified CIS for all of the components, and the 

behavior pertaining to each individual component will be disdlled out of the CIS and 

generated by MCITT. (The ITL cannot be eliminated entirely because of the need for 

declaradons and server inidalizadon, i.e., create and serve commands.) 

An interacdon scenario consists of a tree of CORBA requests having specified inputs, 

outputs, and/or retum values. The tree is rooted at the test client that initiates the entire 

chain of events. In order to capture the tree stmcture of the interacdons in a flat ASCII 

script, an outline numbering convention is used 
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Development of an MCITT test script 

To develop a CORBA test server using MCITT, the user has to follow the following 

steps: 

r- Wridng the EDL 

The server IDL should describe the behavior of the server. This step is not related to 

MCITT tool. As an example, the following IDL describe a "hello worid server": 

// Interface definition for "Hello, worid" server 

interface Hello { 

string says (); 

}; 

> Define a server using ITL 

Next, the user needs to define behaviors for the server in ITL (Interface Testing 

Language), opdonally using a CIS (Component Interaction Specification). The following 

ITL example describes the behavior of the "hello world "" example: 

// Behavior definition for "Hello, world" server 

declare Hello smiley "hello.hh" "localhost" "hello" 

begin smiley::says 

return "Hello, world!" 

end smiley::says 

begin main 

create smiley 

serve "hello" 

end main 

It is important that the ITL file has the same name as the EDL file. 

r Define a client using ITL 

The next step is to develop an client using ITL. The following example is the script of 

a client of the "hello worid" server, using ITL': 
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// Test client for "Hello, world" server 

declare Hello smiley "hello.hh" "localhost" "hello" 

begin main 

bind smiley 

println smiley->says() // Change "->" to "." for Java 

end main 

r Build the source files 

For building test source files, the user has first to process the EDL w ith the appropriate 

ORB vendor EDL processor, and the ITL file with the MCITT compiler tool. 

^ Processing the ITL 

After processing the IDL, the user processes the ITL in a similar way. Instead of 

using the "IDL compiler" from your CORBA product, the ITL compiler, itlc, is used. The 

resulfing code implements the behavior of the client and server, completing the 

implementation. 

7.3.2.6 MCETT Benchmark tests 

Seven MCETT benchmark programs are developed as part of the thesis work. Each 

program tests a specific feature of the middlware. MCITT tools develop just CORBA 

specific tests, so those tests are used to test CORBA implementation, but not 

COM/DCOM and JAVA RMI. 

• CONNECTIONS 

This benchmark program tests the maximum number of connections that can be 

opened between a client and a server. The following algorithm shows the mcitt scrip 

of the client: 

inline bindcount = 0; 

begin main 

int bindcount = 0; 

while true 

bind server 
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inline bindcount++; 

print "Bind number " 

print bindcount 

println " succeeded." 

end while 

end main 

• STRING-SHORT 

This benchmark program tests the acknowledgement dme of sending 19K bytes 

string data. The call is repeated 200 dmes, and stadsdcs are calculated. The following 

algorithm concems the MCITT client script of the STRING-SHORT benchmark. 

b e g i n main 

read "testdata.txt" testdata // reads 19K 

string data from a file 

bind server 

begin timedloop 2 00 

inline assert (server->ack (testdata)); 

end timedloop 

end main 

• STRING-LONG 

This benchmark tests the acknowledgement dme of a big string argument of 262K 

bytes. The server function call is repeated 200 dmes, and stadsdcs are printed to the 

screen. The MCITT client script is identical to the STRING-SHORT one. 

• PROCESS 

This benchmark program tests the ability of the ORB to create many processes. The 

client creates two hundred child process. Then each process sends 19K-byte string to the 

server. The following code is the MCITT script of the server. 
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Begin main 

Fork 200 

Bind server 

begin timedloop 2 00 

inline free (server->get_19K()); 

end timedloop 

end main 

• ROBUSTNESS 

This benchmark tests the robustness of the server, by calling a funcdon with a 

pointer to an unreferenced memory address. The server, if robust, should retum a 

CORBA excepdon, but should not crash. The following algorithm shows the MCITT 

client script. 

begin main 

bind server 

inline aWidget = server->getWidget(); //a valid 

pointer 

println server->checkWidget(aWidget) 

println server->checkWidget((widget*)server) // 

not a valid pointer 

end main 

• GRANULARITY 

This benchmark tests the impact of granularity on the response time. The client tries 

to acknowledge 19K bytes of string using three level of granularides: 19K in one dme, 

IK byte 19 dmes, and 19K in a struct of 19 IK string. The following code shows the 

client script used. 
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begin main 

bind server 

begin timedloop 200 

inline free (server->get_19K_string()); // 19 k in 

one time 

end timedloop 2 00 

begin timedloop 2 00 

inline free (server->get_lK_string()); // 1 k, 

repeated 19 times 

end loop 

begin timedloop 2 00 

inline delete server->get_19K_struct(); // using a 

struct 

end timedloop 

end main 

• OBJECTS 

This benchmark tests the delay of acknowledging IK byte CORBA object. The test 

program writes statistics to the screen. The following code is the client script of the 

OBJECTS test: 

begin main 

bind server 

begin timedloop 10000 

inline tempobject = server->getARandomSmallObject(); 

inline tempobject->ack(); 

inline CORBA::release (tempobject); 

end timedloop 

end main 
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CEIAPTER Vni 

TEST RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

This chapter presents the CORBA comparison and the CORBA-DCOM RMI 

results and interpretadon. 

8.1 CORBA Comparison Testbed 

The experiments of this part of the thesis were executed in two SUN machines. The 

client programs were executed in a SPARC Ultra 1, with a 140MHZ processor. This 

machine has 2 GB SCSII disk space, and 128 MB RAM. The Ethemet adapter is a 100 

SUN FAST Ethemet Adapter. This machine is mnning SUN SOLARIS 2.6. The server 

programs were executed in a SPARC Ultra 5, with a 333MHZ processor. This machine 

has 2.9 GB IDE disk and a 256 MB RAM. This machine is mnning SUN SOLARIS 2.7 

as an operadng system. Both machines are connected to a CISCO 2924 Ethemet switch 

of 21 10/100 MB ports. 

8.2 CORBA-DCOM-RMI Comparison Testbed 

The experiments were executed in two Intel based machines. The server machine is 

a 233MHZ AMD K6, with a 4GB IDE disk space, and 64MB RAM. The client machine 

is a 233 MHZ AMD K6, with 2.1 IDE GB disk space, and 64MB RAM. Both client and 

server machines have a 3COM Etherlink III of 10MB bandwidth. Both machines mn 

WINDOWS NT Server 4.0, and are connected to a 10MB CenterCOM switch of 8 ports. 

8.3 CORBA Comparison Results and Interpretations 

This section reports the results collected with each of the benchmark programs. All 

the tests were executed after 2.00 a.m., when no user is logged to both SUN machines. 

All dme values reported in the following secdon are measured in microseconds. 
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• ENCAP 

Tables 8.1 and 8.2 gives the result of the ENCAP benchmark. The time is measured 

in microseconds. 

Table 8.1: Local Execudon of ENCAP benchmark 

NOENCAP 

ARRENCAP 

STRENCAP 

SEQENCAP 

Local Execudon 

Delivery Time 

VB 

560 

570 

510 

350 

OM 

490 

480 

480 

420 

ORB 

600 

530 

560 

460 

Round Trip Time 

VB 

1130 

1070 

1020 

960 

OM 

1120 

1060 

1010 

980 

ORB 

930 

990 

980 

920 

Table 8.2: Remote Execution of ENCAP benchmark 

NOENCAP 

ARRENCAP 

STRENCAP 

SEQENCAP 

Remote Execution 

Delivery Time 

VB 

840 

780 

670 

660 

OM 

740 

680 

680 

670 

ORB 

1180 

710 

800 

900 

Round Trip Time 

VB 

1510 

1630 

1480 

1470 

OM 

1210 

1110 

1120 

1160 

ORB 

1770 

1330 

1440 

1690 

The following figures (Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2) are graph representafions of the 

roundtrip fime given by the ENCAP benchmark. 
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Figure 8.1: Graph of local execudon round trip time of ENCAP benchmark 
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Figure 8.2: Graph of remote execudon round trip time of ENCAP benchmark 

8.3.1 Interpretadon of ENCAP Results 

The result shows that the overall performance of omniORB is the better of all three 

middleware. However, when the client and the server are collocated, Vbroker gi\ es the 

best performance with sequence encapsulation. In addition, for all the middlew are, the 

array representadon is the best encapsulation when the server and client are collocated, 

and the sequence encapsuladon is the best choice for remote ser\ er implementadon. 
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• NAMES: 

The results of the execudon of NAMES benchmark are reported in both Tables 8.3 

and 8.4. 

Table 8.3: Local Execudon of NAMES benchmark 

X 

xl23 
xaaa 
yaaa 
aaax 
aaay 
shorta 
longa 

Local Execudon 

Delivery Time 

VB 

360 
550 
380 
420 
550 
360 
400 
570 

OM 

180 
270 
260 
280 
300 
330 
280 
310 

ORB 

350 
400 
380 
410 
420 
400 
430 
360 

Round Trip Ti 

VB 

860 
910 
900 
900 
900 
900 
860 
860 

OM 

510 
550 
550 
550 
540 
550 
500 
530 

me 

ORB 

650 
710 
700 
700 
710 
760 
730 
650 

Table 8.4: Remote Execudon of NAMES benchmark 

X 

xl23 
xaaa 
yaaa 
aaax 
aaay 
shorta 
longa 

Remote Execudon 

Delivery Time 

VB 

860 
910 
900 
900 
900 
900 
860 
860 

OM 

510 
550 
550 
550 
540 
550 
500 
530 

ORB 

650 
710 
700 
700 
710 
760 
730 
650 

Round Trip Time 

VB 

1120 
1330 
1440 
1340 
1340 
1330 
1110 
1110 

OM 

880 
1060 
1070 
1110 
3000 
1070 
880 
990 

ORB 

1150 
1310 
1310 
1320 
1310 
1310 
1070 
1070 

The following figures (Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4) are graph representadons of the 

roundtrip dme given by the NAMES benchmark. 
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Figure 8.4: Graph of remote execudon round trip dme of NAMES benchmark 

8.3.2 Interpretadon of NAMES Results 

As before, omniORB gives the best overall performance. The length of the methods 

names has a slight impact on the overall performance, due to the delay caused by the 
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dispatcher code. However, variable length does not affect at all the delay. An expected 

behavior can be nodced with aaa<500>x naming scheme with omniORB. 

• LONG: 

The results of the execution of LONG benchmark are reported in both Tables 8.5 

and 8.6. 

Table 8.5: Local Execudon of LONG benchmark 

min 
max 

Local Execudon 

Delivery Time 

VB 

310 
370 

OM 

30 
500 

ORB 

250 
320 

Round Trip Time 

VB 

370 
440 

OM 

410 
2310 

ORB 

270 
380 

Table 8.6: Remote Execudon of LONG benchmark 

Min 
Max 

Remote Execudon 

Delivery Time 

VB 

850 
950 

OM 

490 
660 

ORB 

740 
880 

Round Trip Time 

VB 

1360 
1590 

OM 

860 
4840 

ORB 

1010 
1090 

The following figures (Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6) are graph representations of the 

roundtrip dme given by the LONG benchmark. 
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Figure 8.5: Graph of local execution round trip dme of LONG benchmark 
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Figure 8.6: Graph of remote execudon round trip time of LONG benchmark 

8.3.3 Interpretadon of LONG Results 

These results show that implementing many methods in a class increase the delay 

per funcdon call. The deviadon between the maximum and the minimum dme is 

acceptable in case of Visibroker and ORBacus, while it is quite large with omniORB. We 

can conclude that omniORB does not handle classes of more than 100 methods 

efficiently, either in local or remote locafion of servers. 
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• THROUGHPUT: 

The results of the execution of THROUGHPUT benchmark are reported in both 

Tables 8.7 and 8.8. 

Table 8.7: Local Execudon of THROUGHPUT benchmark 

Float 
Double 
Long 
ULong 
Short 
Ushort 
Char 
Octet 
Any - Float 
Any - Double 
Any - Long 
Any - Ulong 
Any - Short 
Any - Ushort 
Any - Char 
Any - Octet 
Float[2561 
Double[128] 
Long[256] 
ULongF256] 
Short[512] 
UShortf512] 
Charf 10241 
Octet[1024] 
sequence<Float,256> 
sequence<Double,128> 
sequence<Long,256> 
sequence<ULong,256> 
sequence<Short,512> 
sequence<UShort,512> 
sequence<Char,1024> 
sequence<Octet, 1024> 
String<1024> 

Local Execution 

Delivery Time 

VB 

350 
300 
300 
290 
300 
280 
300 
310 
380 
340 
390 
390 
430 
350 
540 
500 
490 
460 
360 
380 
520 
340 
310 
340 
360 
360 
350 
350 
340 
340 
390 
370 
360 

OM 

130 
230 
430 
450 
470 
300 
320 
240 
330 
310 
300 
300 
330 
280 
300 
320 
280 
250 
290 
270 
270 
270 
290 
270 
280 
320 
310 
280 
310 
300 
310 
280 
310 

ORB 

330 
330 
330 
370 
360 
340 
340 
350 
370 
380 
380 
380 
380 
350 
380 
360 
350 
380 
350 
370 
370 
540 
400 
350 
380 
340 
360 
420 
400 
400 
370 
410 
410 

Round Trip Time 

VB 

840 
830 
820 
830 
820 
820 
830 
820 
890 
880 
880 
890 
890 
890 
900 
900 
870 
870 
860 
860 
870 
860 
850 
850 
860 
870 
870 
870 
870 
870 
870 
870 
870 

OM 

500 
490 
500 
500 
770 
510 
500 
620 
570 
560 
560 
560 
560 
560 
550 
550 
530 
540 
530 
540 
530 
530 
540 
530 
550 
550 
540 
550 
560 
540 
550 
550 
560 

ORB 

640 
640 
630 
640 
640 
630 
640 
640 
680 
700 
700 
690 
700 
700 
700 
700 
680 
670 
690 
680 
690 
810 
680 
680 
690 
680 
680 
670 
670 
670 
670 
680 
690 
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Table 8.8: Remote Execudon of THROUGHPUT benchmark 

Float 
Double 
Long 
ULong 
Short 
Ushort 
Char 
Octet 
Any - Float 
Any - Double 
Any - Long 
Any - Ulong 
Any - Short 
Any - Ushort 
Any - Char 
Any - Octet 
Float[256] 
Double[1281 
Long[256] 
ULong[256] 
Short[512] 
UShort[512] 
Char[1024] 
Octet[1024] 
sequence<Float,256> 
sequence<Double,128> 
sequence<Long,256> 
sequence<ULong,256> 
sequence<Short,512> 
sequence<UShort,512> 
sequence<Char,1024> 
sequence<0ctet,1024> 
String<1024> 

Local Execution 

Delivery Time 

V B 

560 
600 
590 
560 
550 
590 
580 
510 
650 
680 
650 
660 
690 

2530 
2590 
1100 
1020 
980 

1000 
950 
870 
970 

3020 
960 
960 

1010 
1000 
930 
950 
880 
970 
810 
970 

O M 

470 
500 
470 
480 
470 
450 
440 
410 
540 
530 
520 
510 
550 
530 
490 
500 
830 
840 
840 

2760 
850 
890 
850 

2970 
810 
830 
810 
800 
840 
790 
820 
830 
830 

ORB 

650 
640 
570 
560 
640 
570 
570 
570 
680 
630 
650 
600 
640 
660 
620 
610 
950 

1040 
950 
970 
950 
930 
970 
980 
990 
970 
930 
950 
980 
960 
970 
970 
100 

Round Tr ip Time 

V B 

1130 
1140 
1120 
1120 
1180 
1570 
1130 
1110 
1190 
1210 
1210 
1280 
1240 
3100 
3760 
1650 
1630 
1510 
1530 
1500 
1500 
1500 
3600 
1510 
1510 
1540 
1500 
1510 
1510 
1510 
1510 
520 

1530 

O M 

870 
870 
850 
850 
860 
860 
850 
860 
930 
920 
930 
930 
960 
920 
920 
920 

1240 
1240 
1240 
3180 
1280 
1300 
1240 
3330 
1250 
1310 
1250 
1250 
1250 
1260 
1250 
1250 
1270 

ORB 

1530 
1100 
1080 
1060 
1040 
1120 
1050 
1040 
1110 
1110 
1110 
1120 
1110 
1130 
1120 
1110 
1430 
1470 
1440 
1440 
1430 
1490 
1450 
1470 
450 

1490 
1440 
1440 
1440 
1440 
1440 
1820 
1500 

The following figures (Figure 8.7 and Figure 8.8) are graph representations of the 

roundtrip dme given by the THROUGHPUT benchmark. 
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Figure 8.7: Graph of local execudon round trip time of THROUGHPUT benchmark 
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Figure 8.8: Graph of local execudon round trip time of THROUGHPUT benchmark 
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8.3.4 Interpretadon of THROUGHPUT Results 

Conceming the overall performance, omniORB is the best of all three middlware. 

In addidon, the composed data types, such as arrays and structures, generate less delay 

than the single data delay muldplied. However, among the data types tested, the type Any 

generates the biggest delay. In fact, its manipuladon produces more overhead, because it 

is a generic type. Finally, we can visualize that Visibroker tests with char type, either 

single or composed in array or sequence, produces a significant delay compared to the 

other middleware. 

• CONNECTIONS: 

The results of the execudon of CONNECTIONS benchmark are reported in Table 

8.9. 

Table 8.9: Execudon of CONNECTIONS benchmark 

Max number 
of 
connections 

Local Execution 

VB 

1134105 

OM 

1137817 

ORB 

3057604 

Remote Execution 

VB 

231254 

OM 

246458 

ORB 

246461 

8.3.5 Interpretadon of CONNECTIONS Results 

This test shows that ORBacus handles the biggest number of connections than any 

other middleware, either locally or remotely. However, in local execudon, this number 

with ORBacus is about three dmes the number of opened connecdon with Visibroker and 

omniORB. One of the reasons of this great performance is that ORBacus implementadon 

of CORBA is mainly a set of compiled binaries (35129KB) than omniORB (1471KB) 

and Visibroker (6041KB). However, for omniORB and Visibroker, the libraries and 

source files of programs are compiled while compiling the developed programs. 

• STRING-SHORT: 

The results of the execudon of STRING-SHORT benchmark are reported in 

Table 8.10. 
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Table 8.10: Local Execudon of STRING-SHORT benchmark 

Maximum time 
in ms 
Minimum time 
in ms 
Mean time in 
ms 
Standard 
deviation in ms 

Local Execution 

VB 

3621 

1193 

1234 

362 

OM 

6179 

851 

885.28 

376 

ORB 

4877 

1279 

1319.04 

254 

Remote Execution 

VB 

19192 

4006 

4123.82 

1078.23 

OM 

21293 

4018 

4309.66 

1827.6 

ORB 

206236 

4587 

6150 

14864 

The following figures (Figure 8.9 and Figure 8.10) are graph representations of the 

roundtrip dme given by the STRING-SHORT benchmark. 
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Figure 8.9: Graph of local execudon round trip dme of STRING-SHORT benchmark 
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Figure 8.10: Graph of remote execudon round trip dme of STRING-SHORT benchmark 

8.3.6 Interpretadon of STRING-SHORT Results 

We can see from both graphs that the mean dme for acknowledging a 19K string is 

less in local execution with omniORB and in remote execudon with Visibroker and 

omniORB. However, the deviation between the response dme of each function call is 

better with Visibroker and worse with ORBacus. This means that, if a user expect not a 

very big delay variance rate, Visibroker is the ideal choice. However, if the goal is the 

delay itself, omniORB gives the best performance. 

• STRING-LONG 

The results of the execudon of STRING-LONG benchmark are reported in Table 

8.11. 

Table 8.11: Local Execudon of STRING-LONG benchmark 

Maximum time 
in ms 
Minimum time 
in ms 
Mean time in 
ms 
Standard 
deviation in ms 

Local Execudon 

VB 

3621 

1193 

1234 

362 

OM 

6179 

851 

885.28 

376 

ORB 

4877 

1279 

1319.04 

254 

Remote Execudon 

VB 

19192 

4006 

4123.82 

1078.23 

OM 

21293 

4018 

4309.66 

1827.6 

ORB 

206236 

4587 

6150 

14864 
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The following figures (Figure 8.11 and Figure 8.12) are graph representadons of the 

roundtrip time given by the STRING-LONG Benchmark 
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Figure 8.11: Graph of local execution round trip time of STRING-LONG benchmark 
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Figure 8.12: Graph of remote execution round trip time of STRING-LONG benchmark 

8.3.7 Interpretadon of STRING-LONG Results 

This test shows that the size of the string data does have a influence on the 

minimum delay. In fact, with 19KB we got a delay of about 1ms locally, while it is about 
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6ms in case of remote execudon. The same remarks conceming the mean time and the 

standard deviadon of the previous test apply in this test. 

• PROCESSES: 

The results of the execudon of PROCESSES benchmark are reported in Table 8.12. 

Table 8.12: Local Execudon of PROCESSES benchmark 

min min 
max max 
min mean 
max mean 
min std 
max std 

Local Execudon 

Delivery Time 

VB 

2731 
23021817 

348678 
500507 
156428 
160981 

OM 

1062 
5324050 
6453.94 
31763.8 

25842 
378666 

Round Trip Time 

VB 

4456 
5.72E+08 

593288 
703680 
269368 

4029360 

OM 

3811 
34168924 

202486 
449072 
331181 
846231 

The following figures (Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.14) are graph representations of the 

roundtrip dme given by the PROCESSES benchmark. 
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Figure 8.13: Graph of local execudon round trip dme of PROCESSES benchmark 
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Figure 8.14: Graph of remote execudon round trip dme of PROCESSES benchmark 

8.3.8 Interpretadon of PROCESS Results 

This test could be executed successfully with omniORB and Visibroker, but not 

ORBacus. In fact, ORBacus failed to create 200 processes before starting the 

acknowledgment of data. Comparing Visibroker and omniORB, the second middlew are 

gives a better performance, both in local and remote execudon. In local execudon, 

omniORB gives a performance 10 dmes better than Visibroker, while, this difference is 

about 2 times in remote execution. However, the inconvenience with omniORB is the big 

deviation between different call results. This makes Visibroker more suitable in case of a 

need of less fluctuated delay. 

• GRANULARFIIES: 

The results of the execudon of GRANULARiriES benchmark are reported in Table 

8.13. 

Table 8.13: Local Execudon of GRANULARFFIES benchmark 

single 19 
19 times 1 
struct 19 1k 
empty string 

Local Execudon 

VB 

1577 
13226 

1707 
634 

OM 

1178.9 
6681 
1595 
295 

Remote Execudon 

VB 

81430 
29980 
51542 

2900 

OM 
i 

188340 1 
1 23399 

30250 
569 
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The following figures (Figure 8.15 and Figure 8.16) are graph representations of the 

roundtrip dme given by the GRANULARITIES benchmark. 
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Figure 8.15: Graph of remote execudon round trip dme of GRANULARITIES benchmark 
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Figure 8.16: Graph of remote execution round trip dme of GRANULARITIES benchmark 

8.3.9 Interpretadon of GRANULARITIES Results 

This test shows that, in local execudon, it is better to send the whole 19K, rather 

than sending IK string per IK. This is due to the fact that, in local execudon, local 
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buffers are used to store and send data, while network buffers are used in case of remote 

execudon. The other interesdng result is that the use of struct with remote servers 

generates more delay. The overhead is due partially to marshaling and unmarshaling 

compound data types such as struct. 

• ROBUSTNESS: 

The results of the execudon of ROBUSTNESS benchmark are reported in Tables 

8.14. 

Table 8.14: Execudon of ROBUSTNESS benchmark 

Client 

Server 

Visibroker 

Returns an exception 

Does not crash 

OmniORB 

Returns an exception 

Does not crash 

ORBacus 

Returns an exception 

Server crashes 

8.3.10 Interpretadon of ROBUSTMESS Results 

This test program shows that Visibroker and omniORB are much robust that 

ORBacus. The fact of using wrong pointer is a common mistake that programmers make, 

but should not crash a server. Even if wrong pointers are not the only test for robustness, 

they give a good informadon about how unexpected errors can be handled without 

causing system crashing. 

• OBJECTS: 

The results of the execution of OBJECTS benchmark are reported in Table 8.15. 

Table 8.15: Local Execudon of OBJECTS benchmark 

Max 
min 
mean 
std 

Local Execution 

VB 

9527 
1724 
1835 
193 

OM 

6448 
912 
984 
97 

ORB 

7311 
1088 
1155 
135 

Remote Execution 

VB 

402651 
2585 
2808 
4970 

OM 

398533 
1810 
2092 
8153 

ORB 

202025 
1925 

2031.21 
2791.93 

The following figures (Figure 8.16 and Figure 8.17) are graph representadons of the 

roundtrip time given by the OBJECTS benchmark. 
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Figure 8.17: Graph of local execudon round trip dme of OBJECTS benchmark 
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Figure 8.18: Graph of remote execudon round trip time of OBJECTS benchmark 

8.3.11 Interpretadon of OBJECTS Results 

This test shows that all the middleware have close performance in object type 

acknowledging. However, omniORB gives the best result for acknowledging object type 

data in local execudon and ORBacus in remote execudon. In remote execudon, ORBacus 

gives the less deviadon in results than the other two middleware. 
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8.4 CORBA-DCOM-RMI Comparison Results and Interpretations 

This section reports the results collected with each of the benchmark programs, u ith 

the three middleware, which are CORBA (Visibroker), DCOM/COM and Ja\ a RMI. 

Even if the test programs can collect both the delivery dme and the round trip time, only 

the last one is used to measure the performance. The reason is that synchronizing the 

clock in both Windows NT machines was not possible. 

• ENCAP 

Table 8.16 gives the result of the ENCAP benchmark. The time is measured in 

microseconds. 

Table 8.16: Local and Remote Execudon of ENCAP benchmark 

NOENCAP 

ARRENCAP 

STRENCAP 

SEQENCAP 

Local Execudon 

CORBA 

2500 

2110 

2150 

2170 

DCOM 

1030 

570 

-

-

RMI 

15020 

3500 

3310 

3500 

Remote Execudon 

CORBA 

3500 

3210 

3350 

3170 

DCOM 

2210 

1590 

-

-

RMI 

6910 

32750 

3910 
i 

32750 
1 

The following figures (Figure 8.18 and Figure 8.19) are graph representations of the 

roundtrip dme given by the ENCAP benchmark. 
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Figure 8.19: Graph of local execudon round trip dme of ENCAP benchmark 
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Figure 8.20: Graph of remote execudon round trip time of ENCAP benchmark 

8.4.1 Interpretadon of ENCAP Results 

DCOM does not support sequence encapsulation, and COM IDL converts struct 

type to array type. Comparing encapsulating and not encapsuladng the data, DCOM gi\e^ 

the best overall performance. The encapsuladon diminishes the delay caused by a server 

funcdon call. However, RMI delay jumps after a certain number of calls to a significant 

value (around 30 millis). Thus, we can conclude that RMI results are not consistent. 
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• NAMES: 

The results of the execudon of NAMES benchmark are reported in Table 8.17. 

Table 8.17: Local Execudon of NAMES benchmark 

X 

xl23 
xaaa 
yaaa 
aaax 
aaay 
shorta 
longa 

Local Execution 

CORBA 

2150 
2170 
2310 
2340 
2280 
2140 
2130 
2160 

DCOM 

670 
580 
570 
570 
570 
570 
570 
580 

RMI 

3300 
3810 
3900 
3710 

37050 
3510 
3600 
3510 

Remote Execution 

CORBA 

3150 
3370 
3210 
3340 
3280 
3140 
3030 
3260 

DCOM 

32140 
1440 
1470 
1410 
1490 
1410 
1560 
1440 

RMI 

2500 
42960 

2710 
3100 
3210 
3000 
3000 
3110 

The following figures (Figure 8.20 and Figure 8.21) are graph representations of the 

roundtrip dme given by the NAMES benchmark 
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Figure 8.21: Graph of local execution round trip dme of NAMES benchmark 
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Figure 8.22: Graph of remote execudon round trip time of NAMES benchmark 

8.4.2 Interpretadon of NAMES Results. 

As before, DCOM gives the best overall performance. The length of the methods 

name does not affect DCOM performance, but affects slighdy CORBA results. RMI is 

better in performance than CORBA, both locally and remotely, but has a lack of delay 

consistency, as shown in Figure 8.21 with the xl23<500> results. 

• LONG: 

The results of the execudon of LONG benchmark are reported in Table 8.18. 

Table 8.18: Local Execudon of LONG benchmark 

Min 
Max 

Local Execution 

CORBA 

2120 
2670 

DCOM 

580 
770 

RMI 

2500 
3810 

Remote Execution 

CORBA 

3620 
3110 

DCOM 

1390 
2120 

RMI 

2300 
37850 

The following figures (Figure 8.22 and Figure 8.23) are graph representations of the 

roundtrip time given by the LONG benchmark. 
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Figure 8.23: Graph of local execudon round trip dme of LONG benchmark 
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Figure 8.24: Graph of remote execudon round trip dme of LONG benchmark 

8.4.3 Interpretadon of LONG Results 

This test shows that DCOM has the best overall performance. In addition, the 

number of methods in a class does not affect COM performance much, while it affects 

CORBA performance, especially in local execudon. RMI gives the worse delay, but also 

shows a notable inconsistency, specially when it comes to remote calls. 
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8.19. 

• THROUGHPUT: 

The results of the execution of THROUGHPUT benchmark are reported in Tables 

Table 8.19: Local Execudon of THROUGHPUT benchmark 

Float 
Double 
Long 
Ulong 
Short 
Ushort 
Char 
Octet 
Any - Float 
Any - Double 
Any - Long 
Any - Ulong 
Any - Short 
Any - Ushort 
Any- Char 
Any - Octet 
Floatf2561 
Double[1281 
Long[2561 
Ulong[2561 
Short[512] 
Ushortf5121 
Charf 10241 
Octet[1024] 
Sequence<Float,256> 
Sequence<Double,128> 
Sequence<Long,256> 
Sequence<ULong,256> 
Sequence<Short,512> 
Sequence<UShort,512> 
Sequence<Char,1024> 
Sequence<Octet, 1024> 
String<1024> 

Local Execution 

Delivery Time 

VB 

2120 
2160 
2120 
2240 
2240 
2470 
2140 
2140 
2480 
2560 
2440 
2470 
2440 
2780 
2450 
2450 
2130 
2140 
2140 
2240 
2140 
2450 
2130 
2150 
2250 
2250 
2250 
2140 
2150 
2450 
2140 
2150 
2150 

OM 

1540 
590 
590 

590 

590 
630 
600 

580 

ORB 

3610 
52270 
4510 
5000 
4410 
4110 
43560 
4410 

9210 
45870 
8210 
41360 
7110 
7910 
37750 
8110 

47570 

Round Trip Time 

VB 

3220 
3260 
3020 
3340 
3140 
3270 
3140 
3140 
3580 
3660 
3240 
3470 
2440 
3880 
3550 
3550 
3230 
3240 
3240 
3340 
3240 
3550 
3230 
3250 
3350 
3450 
3250 
3240 
3250 
3650 
3340 
3250 
3350 

OM 

32140 
1430 
1460 
1570 

1430 
1450 
1430 

1390 

ORB 

3310 
2800 
2900 
2710 
36050 
2300 
3410 
2900 

5410 
37450 
6010 
40860 
4510 
4710 
4200 
41060 

1 

5110 
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The following figures (Figure 8.24 and Figure 8.25) are graph representations of the 

roundtrip dme given by the THROUGHPUT benchmark. 
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Figure 8.25: Graph of local execudon round trip dme of THROUGHPUT benchmark 
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8.4.4 Interpretadon of THROUGHPUT Results 

As we can see from Table 8.19. DCOM DDL does not support many standards data 

t\pes such as char and unsigned types. Some limitadons also affect JAVA RMI. For the 

data supported by all middleware, DCOM gives the best performance, both locall\ and 

remotely. In fact. DCOM gives a delay two dmes in average less than CORBA delay. 

Compound data types do not affect DCOM performance, before data is sent as pointers, 

which is the only format acceptable by the IDL and DCOM libraries. Java RMI results 

are unpredictable, and we can recognize that the "peak effect", which is getting a \ er\ big 

delay, occurs in a\ erage after 3 or 4 calls. 
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CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSION 

An important class of remote applications requires high performance criteria such 

as the overall delay, the throughput and a constant delay \ anance. For some, the 

robustness and the reliability are the most important criteria, rather that the overhead. 

In general, the tests performed on CORBA products show that omniORB gi\ es the 

best overall performance, in regard to dela> and throughput, both localh and remoteh. 

Visibroker gi\ es the smallest delay \ ariance in all the tests, and can be suitable for dela\' 

variance rate critical applicadons. Both X'lsibroker and omniORB give an acceptable 

robustness, in mater of handling expected errors, and in handling a considerable amount 

of connecdons. ORBacus rarely showed a performance improvement, except handling 

object data acknowledging more efficiently. 

In CORBA-DCOM-JA\'A comparison. DCOM gi\ es the best overall performance, 

in regard to delay and throughput. However, the biggest inconvenience of DCOM is its 

limitations in regard to data t\ pes supported by its DDL. and the limitations in the name 

length, which is 128 compared to 500 in all CORBA middlew are tested. Java RMI. gives 

good delay results, but generates an unpredictable delay variance. 

However, the tests executed as part of this thesis are not enough to gi\e an 

exhausdve idea about all performance criteria of the middleware tested. In addidon. these 

tests are stron^lv related to the testbed \\here the\ were executed. The set of tests we 

executed on t\\ o Sun Solaris machines for the CORBA comparison, and on two Window s 

NT 4.0 for the CORBA-DCOM-RMI comparison. Changmg platform parameters surely 

affects these results. These benchmark tests provide specific information of each 

middleware, depending on the platform w here the tests are carried out. 
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